
Main Features of Cooling Rack

1. 100% Stainless Steel Wire Cooling Rack – Cool Cookies, Cakes, Breads

2. Heavy duty strong wire grid

3. Professional grade 304(18/8) stainless steel

4. Safe for oven use to 575F degrees

5. OEM&ODM Service provided

6. Customized package for different customers

7. Cooling rack size : 12*17inch Baking tray size : 13*18*1inch

Product Description from Cooling Rack Manufacturer

It is made from heavy duty stainless steel by Tsingbuy cooling rack factory.

The cooling rack retains its shape even after heavy food items are placed on it.

The cooling rack has standard sizes, height and grid space for most-usually use.

The standard sizes are specially and professionally decided by an experienced team knowing baking
well.

Cooling supplier ensures the rack good air flow, so as to optimally bake foods or properly cool baked
hot foods.

You can safely roast, bake, broil, decorate, cool or dry foods on this cooling rack. You can also put it
in the dish-washer and no-fuss cleaning troubles.  

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/cooling-rack.htm


 

 

THICKER, STRONGER cooling rack won’t rust and it’s built to last and durable. It is made from100% 201 or 304 grade
stainless steel - premium, thick gauge wire will not rust or bend

 



 



       

Tsingbuy cooling net supplier manufactures the best stainless steel cooling rack. Thanks to high-
grade stainless steel construction that will not rust. And generous sizes that fit into all sheet pans. It
is definitely a chef quality elevated rack and perfect for countertop cooling after using it in a hot
oven.

https://www.chinabakeware.com/about-us.html


The specially designed grid space means good air flow for both cooking, baking and cooling. No
more mushy bread from condensation or burned cookies due to over-baking on a pan. The heavy and
strong net  provides good support and balance, without wobbling. The cooling rack with tight grid
screen with small hole mesh is helpful in keeping food from falling through & prevents sagging

Tsingbuy cooling net supplier gives standard sizes for selections. Unlike some other products that
are too long and hang over the pan edge leaving you with lopsided results. Tsingbuy cooling rack
was purposefully designed to insert inside half sheets perfectly.



 

As one of the most experienced and professional cooling rack manufacturer, we also provide OEM &
ODM service for our customers by customization.

 

 

Ability for customization cooling rack

Item Description Cooling rack
Item Code TSCR01
Material 201, 304 Stainless steel, Chorming
Size 20*30, 40*60, 460*660CM with any customized size
Wire diameter Standard Outer diameter : 5MM  Inner diameter : 2.5MM
Workmanship Welding

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products.html


MOQ 100PCS
Packing 50PCS for one carton and also according the situation to pack

 

Factory Pictures of Cooling Rack Factory and Packing-shipping 

 

About us

Tsingbuy is cooling net supplier in China. After more than 10 years care and support from our
customers, Tsingbuy Industry Limited has been developing to be a professional bakeware
manufacturer and supplier. Today, we have customers and friends from more than 50 countries are
using our products; we enjoy the happiness of baking, friendship and business success, just like the
tempting flavor of the bread.
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